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BBEY SEYAIR

Na

e: Abbey 6eyair

Age: Not old e ough to retire
Favourite Artist: Louise Bourgeois, Kris
Kuksi, Patricia Picci i i, Peter Erski e,
Yayoi Kusa a, Zi ou , +so a y ore
Favourite Colour: 6a gria red – H6L:
%, %; HEX: #
e; RBG:
, ,

,

Favourite Art For /Media to Work With:
I stallatio & 6culpture
Hobbies: 6culpti g, illustrati g, readi g,
a alytical reaso i g puzzles
Favourite Musicia : 6EVDALIZA, Jack
6tauber, Glass A i als
I spiratio : Tra sfor atio , brevity,
e ory

ATTICUS
ANDRIESSEN

YEHT/EH
Self-portrait drawn by Atticus Andriessen

AKA INDI
Age: 15

YEHT/EH

ATTICUS
ANDRIESSEN

Favourite Artist: I don't have a favourite artist, but
I do like anime style art
Favourite Colour: blue, green, and purple
Favourite Art Form/Media to work with: mostly

digital media, but I also like doing things with my
hands like wood work, metal work and other
crafts.

Hobbies: drawing, gaming, cosplay, horse archery,
DJ'ing, song writing
Favourite Musician: I don't have a favourite
musician
Inspiration: Inspiration when inspiration strikes
Favourite Movie: Transformers the movie,
Princess Bride, and Anastasia

FAVOURITE QUOTE:
"what in the f##k-knuckles is this?"
~ Deadpool

Charlotte Lockwood

"the things that make you
strange, are the things that
make you powerful”.
Portrait of Charlotte drawn by Atticus Andriessen

Name: Charlotte Lockwood
Nickname: don’t have one
Age: 14
Favourite Artist: Monet
Favourite Colour: mint green
Favourite Art Form/Media to work with:
performing arts (specifically musical
theatre), music and silo art
Hobbies: performing on stage, playing
saxophone and piano, hockey, dance,
sailing, riding motorbikes, drawing and
Favourite Musician: Lauren Daigle, Lin
Manuel-Miranda, Sondheim
Inspiration: nature and bold colours
Favourite Movie: Les Miserables
Favourite Quote:
“even when the dark comes crashing
through, when you need a friend to carry
you, when your broken on the ground, you
will be found”- Dear Evan Hansen
“the things that make you strange, are the
things that make you powerful”.

Carly Snoswell
www.carlysnoswell.com

Feelin' Fine #5 2016, installation shot

Interview
with...

Would you like to introduce yourself and your art practice?
Sure! Niina Marni! My name is Carly and I am an artist and youth arts worker
living and working on Kaurna land. My studio is based at my home in
Seacliff Park and I work for Carclew and City of Onkaparinga. I enjoy
working with young people and community, and I love using art making as a
way to build relationship and start conversations.
What type(s) of medium(s) do you work with? Why?
I am a textile artist. I enjoy sewing, knitting, quilting, crochet and embroidery
with beads and sequins. From a young age I sewed a lot, and as an adult i
now make a lot of my own clothes, so it's something I've just always been
drawn too. I think I like the tactile nature of textiles and being able to create
something from fibre in my hands.
Do you have any particular inspiration in which your art is influenced
by?
My art is driven by my own lived experiences. Recently I have made a lot of
work about fandom and fan communities. I am always drawn to ways that
people use art making and crafts to express their devotion and love. I am
influenced a lot by the young people I work with as well as my family.
Do you have any idols or people who you take inspiration from?
Mostly my family - I have 2 amazing step-daughters and an incredible
partner who are constantly supporting and encouraging me.

Is there any message that your artworks convey?
I like keep my work fairly open to interpretation, as well as accessible for
different audiences. There's sometimes messages of devotion, inclusion
and identity interwoven into the pieces (pun intended). As well as a little bit
of humour or sometimes a little cheeky "in-joke".
Are there any art movements or trends that you’ve been following?
I am enjoying a project called the "Covid Quilt" which was created by Kate
Just and Tal Fitzpatrick. You can check it out on instagram - it's a collection
of textile projects from all over the world that began during covid lockdown.
What’s your creative process like?
Usually it starts as a lot of playing around in my studio. I generally don't
have a solid idea of what I'm going to make but start doing something and
see where it takes me. My studio is filled with beads, sequins, fabric, wool
and so many other things, so often all these things come together to create
something.
How did you develop your career? Do you have any advice for younger
artists?
I spent a lot of time doing studio residencies and volunteering. I applied for
exhibitions and grants and opportunities as much as I could! Often when
you're just starting out putting your name out there is so important. I would
recommend young artists to volunteer for things and get involved (especially
in cool things like Neo!) as you never know where it could take you.
Where can we see your work?
At the moment you can see it in The Studio at AGSA! But when I'm not
exhibiting you can follow my practice on instagram @carlysnoswell or on my
website www.carlysnoswell.com

Crochet Your Character 2019-20, wool, cotton, Part of Art Vending Machines Australia
curated by Steph Cibich, Image by Rosina Possingham

robert's studio, 23 x 31 cm,
oil on panel

WHAT INSPIRES YOU AND
YOUR ART?
I enjoy walking around the suburbs and am
drawn to sites that remind me of my family
home in Hackney, where I grew up. I
especially enjoy looking at old houses,
corrugated iron sheds, piles of debris and
useful junk, otherwise known as hard
rubbish. I spent a lot of my childhood,
watching or helping my dad fix or build
things in and around his big shed.

I also get motivated by looking at
paintings. Recently I have been spending

interview
with lucy
turnbull

a lot of time with the Clarice Beckett
exhibition, and also I love the work of Kate
Kurucz and Harriet McKay in a show which
just opened at Praxis Artspace.

I was lucky to study drawing and painting
at the New York Studio School for three
years, where I saw loads of contemporary
art and learnt to understand paintings. My
teachers taught me about powerful

COULD YOU TELL THE READERS
A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF?
I’m a dog person and live with a tabby cat
called Mischa. I studied on and off for ten

images through looking at the old masters,
like Piero della Francesca and Giotto, and
painters like Diego Velázquez, Francisco
Goya, Pierre Bonnard, Paul Cezanne, and
Henri Matisse.

years at Adelaide Central School of Art. At
the same time, I worked at Carclew Youth
Arts, then Adelaide Festival Centre in the
gallery and front of house roles and now I’m

IS THERE A MEANING BEHIND
YOUR ART?

teaching drawing at Adelaide Central
School of Art.

I’m usually trying to tell a story or an idea
that has come to me. Sometimes it’s about

My happy place is – coffee at dawn,
followed by walks along Karrawirra Parri
(River Torrens) wearing shorts with Pip, my
folks' cattle dog, by my side. I also love
riding my bike around town, or long drives
up the coast, listening to the Pixies, Big
Star, Guided by Voices, Stone Roses, and
Built to Spill. This is the soundtrack in my
studio too - anything with a good drumbeat
helps me think. I’m always thinking about
drawing. I do a lot of drawings and turn
some of them into paintings.

longing for home, wanting to feel like I
belong somewhere or just looking at my
surroundings, making sense of where I am,
something about this place and time.

sculpture shed, 12 x 18 cm, oil on panel
WHAT IS YOUR CREATIVE
PROCESS?

DO YOU HAVE ANY CURRENT
PROJECTS YOU'RE WORKING ON?

I make drawings of objects or sites and if it

I have a studio at Post Office Projects in Port

looks like ‘cool space’ to me, I’ll turn them into

Adelaide where I am working on some square

oil paintings. I use oil paint because I can

paintings from drawings of hard rubbish for a

control the colour relationships and it doesn’t

small show which will be at the Royal

darken when it dries. The scale of the canvas

Adelaide Hospital next month (May-July). At

or board is a practical decision, if I want to

the same time, I’m making frames for some

paint outdoors from observation, I’ll work on

small studies of weathered picket fences

small boards which fit in my paintbox. If I’m

which I made on an art residency last year in

working in the studio, I like to go big!

Hill End, a former gold mining town in NSW,
for a group show at West Thebarton Gallery
which opens in July. I’ve also been thinking

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING
ABOUT TEACHING ART?
It’s a lot of fun teaching at Adelaide Central
School of Art. I’m a big fan of the school and
the other teachers are some of my favourite
artists. I enjoy thinking about different class
exercises and theatrical setups, to shake up
the class. I think my job is to help the students
realise there’s many ways of working available
to them, new ways of seeing. I love showing
students master paintings and passing on
what I learnt abroad, ideas about
composition, geometry, and spatial

about a new series referencing sites around
the Port.

ANY ADVICE FOR YOUNG
ARTISTS?
Go to the gallery, look at art, make drawings,
notice what that appeals to you, write about
it. Read about artists or talk to any you meet they lead remarkable lives and will share what
they know. Art takes dogged determination
and a keen eye. It’s a long game, make what
you want, look closely around you and keep
drawing.

perception, so they can become more
confident in their drawings too.

Interviewed by Angelina Yu
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“IN THREE WORDS
I CAN SUM UP
EVERYTHING I’VE
LEARNED IN LIFE:
IT GOES ON."
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Nickname: Cleo
Age: 17
Favourite Artist: Keith Haring
Favourite Colour: Pink
Favourite Art Form/Media to work with:
Drawing/ Painting
Hobbies: Ice skating, dancing and seeing
my friends and family.
Favourite Musician: Red Hot Chilli Peppers
Inspiration: The people around me ☺
Favourite Movie: High School Musical
Favourite Quote: “In three words I can sum
up everything I’ve learned in life: it goes on.

Neo
Colourverse
Self Portraits

Portrait of Montaigne drawn by Atticus Andriessen

MONTAIGNE
COGGAN

"MONTY"

Name: Montaigne Coggan
Nickname: Monty, some of my friends call me mountain
because the French word sounds similar
Age: 15
Favourite Artist: Da Vinky- just kidding, I love Monet and
Devin Elle Kurtz
Favourite Colour: Any shade of yellow
Favourite Art Form/Media to work with: photography or
multimedia, it varies depending on what mood I'm in
Hobbies:
-hockey
-photography
-acting
-anything creative really
Favourite Musician: AURORA
Inspiration: Climate Change, Politics, nature; I take
inspiration from the world around me in general- my
photography focuses more on themes of climate change
and nature
Favourite Movie: I love parasite, aka

기생충 - I find the

cinematography beautiful and the storyline is *chef's kiss*
Favourite Quote: When the last tree has been cut down,
the last fish caught, the last river poisoned, only then will
we realize that one cannot eat money. - The Cree
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ANGELINA

AKA ANGIE

Favourite
Quote
'Some nig:
you danchts
with tears e
your eyesin
'
Portrait of Angie drawn by Atticus Andriessen
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FULL PROFILE BELOW

Name: Angelina
Nickname: Angie
Age: 16
Favourite Artist: Jacob Vanloon
Favourite Colour: Blue and yellow
Favourite Art Form/Media to work with: Paint
(watercolour and acrylic)
Hobbies: Reading, baking
Favourite Musician: WILLOW, Cavetown, Cage
The Elephant
Inspiration: My art is inspired by nature and
emotion
Favourite Movie: Ladybird
Favourite Quote: 'Some nights you dance with
tears in your eyes'
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“I CAN DO ALL THIS THROUGH
CHRIST WHO GIVES ME STRENGTH”
PHILIPPIANS 4: 13

NAME: EZRA JOSEPH LOCKWOOD
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